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Note: answer oll questions. The question paper ii of two paaes

Ql/ Read the following passage carefully.

An elevator is wonderful. It is really only a small room. Rooms usually stay in one place. Elevators travel
up and down all day long. Sometimes a worker stands in the elevator . He or she runs it up and down. In
modern elevators there is no worker. The people walk in. They know what floor they want. They push a

button and the elevator goes to that floor. It is all very fast and easy.

Elevators are very important to us. Why? Think about a tall building . Maybe it has twenty floors. Maybe
it has fifty floors or more. Who can walk up all those stairs? Maybe people can climb them one time. Can
you sometimes climb thirty floors to an office everyday? Cansmall children walk up to their apartment on
the twenty - fourth floor? Can their mother and father carry food up all those stairs? Of course not.

We can have high buildings because we have elevators. We could not have all the beautiful tall buildings
in the world without elevators. They are really wonderful.
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A/ Answer the following questions. (2only)

1. What is an elevator, really?
2. Can people walk up twenty or forty floors every day?

3. How can an elevator different from other rooms?

B/ Find the meaning of the words written in bold ? (2o4]y)

C/ Put the following words in their right position. (3onlv)

(stairs-could- carry- wonderfu l)

1. Tokyo has a lot of high buildings .It is a. ... city.
2. You usually breathe hard when you walk up a lot of
3. .......you please help me for a minute?
4. A bus can ...... a lot of people at one time.

(5 marks)

(4marks)

(6marks)

QzlN Turn the following active sentences into passive ones (5 only)

l-Player B was tackling player A.
2-They usually include batteries.
3- I am sending the document as an attachment.
4-We have attached the latest spread sheet for you to look at.
5-The city's libraries provide free internet access.

6-The engineer had finished his project before 8.00 yesterday.

(10marks)



B/ FiIl in each blankwith a suitable word. (Smarks)

(machines- motorcycle- energy-j ust -rubber)

1-Petty is....... a baby. She cannot walk.

2-We use gas and oil for...

3-Farm. . . .... make the work easier .

4-Children like to play with a . . . -.. .. ..ball.

5-George had abicycle. Now he has a ... .Next he wants to buy a car.

Q3/A/find the meanins of the following idioms,and use them in suitable t"*r"o".t.r€ffiuD*)

(1.white lie 2.to cream someone 3.second nature 4.in the black 5.fishy 6.on cloud nine)

B/ Give a synonymous word for each word of the following: (5onlD(5marks)

(l.Peripherals 2.Expensive 3.Input 4.Ports 5.A1so 6.Financial T.Digital S.monitor)

Q4tAtDo as required : (4 only) ( 8 marks)

l.Write a conditional sentence with unreal possibility or dream.

2.Write a statement with past progressive tense.

3. Write a sentence with a phrasal verb its object is plural .

4. Turn the following affirmative into negative.

The constructer completed the building last month.

5.Write an imperative sentence expresses an order.

6.The engineer . . . ....a new project tomorow. (open-will open-was opening )

B/ Answer the questions below according to the passages you studied. ( 3@) (7 marks)

1 - What does the term digital age mean?

2 -What countries grow most of the world's rubber?

3-Define the hardware and the software?

4-Cheap energy is very important for poor countries. Explain?

5- what is a comPuter? 
Ar the best


